Basic Zoom Use
You will receive an invite via email. It may appear something like this:

Lloyd Gwilliam is inviting you to a scheduled Zoom meeting.
Topic: Meeting to Discuss Using Zoom
Time: Mar 15, 2020 09:30 AM Winnipeg
Join Zoom Meeting https://zoom.us/j/233854310602
Meeting ID: 233 840 123
Find your local number: https://zoom.us/u/abHFO9QzuE

The important part is that Join Zoom Meeting link
Using a smartphone, tablet, laptop or desktop you click that link to start the process. If you do not have
Zoom installed the web browser client will download automatically when you start or join your first
Zoom meeting, and is also available for manual download at this link:
https://zoom.us/download#client_4meeting
Suggest you sign on to your very first meeting about 5 minutes early to make that process happen.
Second suggestion is to test your speaker volume before you log on. Many people start with the volume
down too low and the host finds it hard to communicate what to do as they cannot hear the host (I keep
a paper on hand with “Turn Your Volume Up” so I can show them through the webcam.)
Note: if you do not have one of those devices (smartphone, tablet, laptop, desktop) you can phone into
the meeting (as long as the host included that option). This particular invite has a link to “find your local
number” to call. A good host will look that number up and include it with the invite.
At this page Zoom has a helpful video to show you how to join a meeting.
As well on that page they have other Tutorials on features and use. But don’t spend too much time
searching – give it a go and find out it is rather simple.

Each device (smartphone, tablet, laptop and desktop) has a slightly different layout or location for the
menu and features of Zoom. However, they are pretty limited and I will show some here.
In this example I set up a meeting between my desktop (screen shown here) and my iPad. The desktop
is the one on the right, me on my iPad is on the left.

Really, this is almost all you need to know for attending a Zoom meeting.
The controls on my iPad (and my iPhone) are not visible until I touch the screen. Then they come down
from the top. Very similar though.

mute and unmute your microphone (good if noisy background)

start or stop your video (if you are wearing pyjamas or bad hair day)

to share your screen, spreadsheet or other presentation.

you can open up a little chat window to text to others privately or everyone

When you click on that share button
it opens up a window where you can chose what to share.
In the case below I could share my screen, my web browser that is looking at St. James 55+ page right
now, the Word Document I am working on (or a spreadsheet if I had it open) or a white board where I
could draw things to explain something. The bright blue indicates I am choosing to share my screen.

There are two other tabs – Advanced and Files. They just allow different ways to share portions of the
screen, just sound, a second camera or access to a variety of file locations. The features above are the
most common and only used by the presenter.
Also there are two buttons at the top right of the screen
Speaker view focuses your screen on that viewer.
back to a view of all the participants on screen in a grid.
those 4 arrows takes you to a full screen display
back to normal display.

gallery view takes you

and Exit Full Screen takes you

Here I am giving an example of me sharing my spreadsheet to the meeting. Notice in my view the
attendees are on the right side of the screen. Sometimes you can have many attendees there. As well
you will note at the top of the screen is a very small bit of menu – the important item is that red and
white “Stop Share” button that I can click when I am done sharing. It looks a little different on my iPad
but generally same content/features.

To end the meeting the Host simply clicks on “End Meeting.” Each attendee also has a “Leave Meeting”
option displayed at top or bottom areas.
What is that particular spreadsheet above? I was trying to determine the ROI on installing a solar
system on my house. Appears my break even time was 29 years. Awful as it didn’t include any future
maintenance costs plus average of 7.5% increase by Hydro each year.

